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Spanish vowels have a length roughly 

midway between that of the short and 

the long vowels of English… The vowel 

in 'sit', for example, is usually 

pronounced too long, while the vowel in 

'see' is too short.
Walker, R (2010) Teaching the 

Pronunciation of English as a Lingua 

Franca. Oxford: OUP  page 133







Spelling and pronunciation are very 

closely - and simply - related in 

Spanish, so beginning learners tend to 

pronounce English words letter by 

letter…. examples are:

break: e and a pronounced separately

friend: i and e pronounced separately
Swan, M & Smith, B (1987) Learner English. 

Cambridge: CUP,    Page 76









Quilis, A; Fernández, J (1968) 

Curso de fonética y fonología 

españolas. Madrid: C.S.I.C

Phonemes and allophones











A

Students

sleep

B

A student

asleep

C

A student

sleeps

D

Students

asleep













In English… stressed syllables tend to be 

pronounced more slowly and distinctly (than in 

Spanish), while unstressed syllables are 

reduced… Since content words (nouns, verbs, 

adjectives and adverbs) are stressed in English, 

they are therefore relatively prominent… So the 

stress and rhythm of an English sentence give a 

lot of clues to structure and meaning. When 

Spanish speakers pronounce English sentences 

with even stress and rhythm, these clues are 

missing…

Swan, M & Smith, B (1987) Learner English. 

Cambridge: CUP page 77



Content Word Function Words

nouns bus

main verbs drive

adjectives big

possessive pronouns

demonstrative pronouns

interrogatives

not

neg contractions can’t

adverbs

adverbial particles

articles a

auxiliary verbs is

personal pronouns he

possessive adjectives

demonstrative adj.

prepositions on

conjunctions and









Spanish uses changes in syntax to 

produce the effect created by shifting 

nuclear stress in English. 

For example:
Where are you FLYing to? /¿A dónde vuelas?

Where are YOU flying to? / ¿A dónde vuelas tú?

WHERE are you flying to? / ¿Que vuelas a dónde?

Walker, R (2010) Teaching the Pronunciation of 

English as a Lingua Franca. Oxford: OUP  page 

133











linking
reduction

assimilation
elision
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